NDC Spokesman Slams Reference of "Cheonan" Case to UN
Pyongyang, June 11 (KCNA) -- A spokesman for the National Defence
Commission of the DPRK had already officially clarified the principled stand of the
army and people of the DPRK on the sinking case of the south Korean puppet
navy's warship in waters of the West Sea of Korea.
He also dismissed the assertion of the south Korean group of traitors that the
ship was sunk by a torpedo attack of the DPRK and the "results of investigation"
faked up to support it as a sheer anti-DPRK "conspiratorial farce" and a "charade".
The political, social, academic and press circles of south Korea, favoring the
principled stand of the DPRK, are growing increasingly suspicious about the
"results of investigation" announced by the "joint investigation team" in which it
claimed it was done on an objective and scientific basis.
There is even strong opinion that the ship was sunk by the U.S.
Not only China closely following the situation around it but also Russia which
dispatched an investigation group to the spot of south Korea assert that it is
difficult to find out any evidence proving that the ship was sunk by a torpedo of the
DPRK.
The group of traitors, however, went the lengths of bringing the investigation
results to the UN, the far-fetched assertion that the ship sinking was linked with the
DPRK.
The spokesman gave the following answer to a question raised by KCNA
Friday in this regard:
The development proves that the group of traitors has finally gone into action
against the DPRK at the instigation of its master, defying our warnings.
Accordingly, the army and people of the DPRK will take merciless counteractions as it had already clarified internally and externally because the group
dared opt for infringing upon the dignity and security of the army and people of the
DPRK and its supreme interests.
The army of the DPRK is a powerful revolutionary army of Mt. Paektu which
does not make any empty talk.

Availing ourselves of this opportunity, we will closely watch once again how the
UNSC whose basic mission is to ensure global peace and security will react to the
"conspiratorial farce" and "charade" orchestrated by the group of traitors.
People still remember that the UN, yielding to the U.S. high-handed and
arbitrary practices, recognized the "existence of weapons of mass destruction", a
fiction, and okayed its gangster-like armed invasion of Iraq.
The UN should no longer allow itself to be reduced to a platform for tolerating
such unjust anti-DPRK "conspiratorial farce" and "charade".
There is no reason whatsoever for the group of traitors to refuse to receive the
inspection group of the NDC if the results of the investigation into the case are
objective and scientific enough to be referred to the UN forum.
The DPRK remains unchanged in its strong demand that the group of traitors
receive its inspection group without delay and produce evidence without a shred of
doubt in its eyes.
The group of traitors will never be able to escape a miserable end mired in the
pitfall of "conspiratorial farce" and "charade" orchestrated by itself.

